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CANDIDATE PROFILE 
 

Driven, solutions-focused leader in software development with years of progressive experience generating 
innovative results while implementing improved practices and technologies which enhance team performance. 
Consistent results as a self-motivated learner and strategic change agent with confident assurance of software/system 
development and attention to complex projects and demanding deadlines. Track record of advancing stagnant initiatives 
with an earned reputation for effective and collaborative delivery of cross-functional communication and enhanced 
solutions to a diverse audience of software developers and systems engineers. 
 

VALUE OFFERED 
 

❑   Embedded Linux Software 
❑   Strong Technical Competency 
❑   Engaged Technology Presentations 
 

❑   Continuous Integration Expertise  
❑   Collaborative External Communication  
❑   Firmware Development & Validation 
 

❑   Expedient Reliability 
❑   Critical Issue Resolution 
❑   Adaptable Change Agent 

 

 
 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 
 

ALTEC INC., St. Joseph, MO, 2017 & 2019 - Present 
A market leader providing utility equipment and services to telecommunication, tree care, electric, and lights/signs industries. 

Controls Developer (2019-Present) 

Recruited for full-time role as chief developer for the telematics project/module after successful demonstration of 
leadership and aptitude throughout the previous co-op performance. Identified as a dynamic change agent and assigned 
to lead investigations into new products and technologies which enable team progress. Aid in adopting new standards 
and DevOps technologies which allow creative and quality software development for the expanding team. Create 
documentation for legacy projects and migrate code to modern C++. Work with data science and information systems 
teams to design and implement telematics infrastructure. 

 Impacted the growth of the telematics program from an advanced development project to a mature product used 
across Altec’s range of products. 

 Modernized the Embedded Linux build systems and updated the Buildroot build system, which led to a six-figure 
contract proposal and subsequent migration from Buildroot to Yocto. 

 Documented tribal knowledge regarding the build system throughout the Yocto migration process. 
 Spearheaded the movement of the telematics module to a new 4G-enabled module and ensured minimal impact 

by the sunsetting of 3G cellular networks. 
 Designed a hardware-in-the-loop testing system for Embedded Linux applications which allowed developers full 

control over tested devices and reduced the time necessary for firmware validation. 
 Created a plug-in for Rsyslog to forward logs through the MQTT messaging infrastructure which allowed log 

forwarding to the cloud and saved developers weeks of debugging issues in the field. 
 Impacted the efficacious recruitment process of Iowa State University students through participation in IEEE 

events and multiple career fairs as a controls group representative. 
 

 

Controls Co-op (2017) 

Specialized in software development for the controls group, working on multiple personal projects while simultaneously 
assisting internal engineers with small assignments. Tasked with completion of previous co-op missions before digging 
into  new projects which required creation of test reports for battery performance for multiple modules. Later focused on 
the telematics project and contributed to development of helpful administrative tools for field devices.  

 Redesigned the MQTT messaging application which ran on the telematic module, correcting a duplication bug 
and streamlining the application to increase throughput by a factor of fourteen. 

 Completed previously initiated .NET C# control module flashing application by adding the ability to overlay 
parameters on top of firmware binaries and extract parameters from control modules, quickening engineering 
modification capability. 

 Compiled multiple testing reports over battery performance for electronic control modules and a CAN over fiber 
transmitter board. 

 Migrated documentation over from Redmine to Atlassian Confluence. 
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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS CONTINUED 
 

CORTEVA AGRISCIENCE, Johnston, IA, 2018 
An agricultural science company providing dominant seed and crop protection products with $14B in annual sales. 

Manufacturing and Field Technology Intern 

Hired to join the field group in developing new tools which aided researchers in crop development. Led projects which 
focused on Windows and .NET applications and employed prior development experience. Utilized previous experience 
to assist the team in exploring MQTT software as a control interface for industrial machinery projects. 
 Developed embedded Linux platform on Nvidia Jetson development board to operate an IP camera for the capture 

of crop images on an industrial device, with subsequent image processing through a machine vision application. 
 Added closed loop counting functionality to industrial germination machine by adding sensors and programming 

PLCs in structured text, ensuring the proper number of seeds without waste. 
 Created proof-of-concept control mechanism for germination machine which utilized MQTT to transmit control 

commands and receive information from the machine. 
 Participated in field testing campaigns across North America, helping to test humidity sensors for corn seed 

harvesting and evaluating Embedded Linux platforms. 
 

 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND & TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
 

 
C/C++, Bash, and Python Proficiency 

Circuit Board Design 

Buildroot and Yocto Expertise 

Amazon Web Services (S3, RDS, EC2, EBS, EFS, SQS, IoT Core) 

Rsyslog and ELK Stack Logging Infrastructures 

MySQL, Postrges, and Redis Databases 

Docker Containerization 

Linux, MacOS, and Windows 

Git, SVN, and Mercurial 

Bitbucket, GitLab, and GitHub 

C++ Development Tools: CMake, Conan, Doxygen, GTest 

Python Development Tools: Poetry, Sphinx, Pytest 

Atlassian Products: JIRA, Confluence, Crucible 
 


